Introduction
============

A main challenge for the visual system is to create a stable perceptual world from a noisy stream of sensory input. One way in which perceptual continuity can be achieved is by having the current percept not only influenced by the current input, but also by the input from the recent past. This would necessarily entail a certain degree of serial dependence in time series pertaining to visual perception. Indeed, recent studies have indicated that perceived orientation, numerosity, or face identity are influenced by stimuli presented in the recent past ([@niv010-B12]; [@niv010-B15]; [@niv010-B27]).

The question of serial (in)dependence in time series has also been addressed in studies on visual rivalry where perception alternates between competing interpretations of the sensory input in a seemingly random fashion ([@niv010-B6]; [@niv010-B1]; [@niv010-B2]). Early studies on visual rivalry reported that consecutive percept durations did not show any relationship, and if they did, the correlation was judged to be too small to be meaningful ([@niv010-B16]; [@niv010-B5]; [@niv010-B7]; [@niv010-B54]; [@niv010-B24]; [@niv010-B28]). More recently, however, a number of studies have rejected the independence between successive dominance durations in visual rivalry ([@niv010-B30]; [@niv010-B49], [@niv010-B50]; [@niv010-B35]). Small, but consistently significant serial correlations (most pronounced at lag 1) have been reported for both binocular rivalry as well as for the ambiguously rotating sphere ([@niv010-B50]). The finding that consecutive percept durations are serially dependent is important because it provides a footprint of the neural alternation mechanism ([@niv010-B50]). That is, it shows that the underlying dynamics are not completely random but include a memory component (as revealed by the serial correlations).

In this article, we focus on continuous flash suppression (CFS) ([@niv010-B47]; [@niv010-B48]), an interocular suppression paradigm in which discrepant images are presented to corresponding retinal locations of both eyes. In CFS, the input to one of the eyes is continuously updated at a rate of about 100 ms (i.e. ∼10 Hz) yielding prolonged and stable suppression of the stimulus presented to the other eye. Although it is still debated whether CFS is simply just a stronger form of binocular rivalry or involves distinct mechanisms ([@niv010-B47]; [@niv010-B48]; [@niv010-B22]; [@niv010-B33]), the main factors involved in visual rivalry in general, cross-inhibition and self-adaptation, presumably also come into play during CFS ([@niv010-B39]). As serial correlations could provide a footprint of the underlying alternation mechanism ([@niv010-B50]), a first goal of this article was to analyze the pattern of serial correlations in CFS by capitalizing on a large dataset (*n* = 393 sessions) consisting of suppression durations obtained in several different so-called breaking CFS (b-CFS) experiments ([@niv010-B21]; [@niv010-B40]). b-CFS refers to a paradigm in which CFS has been implemented to study unconscious visual processing (note that the validity of using b-CFS to infer unconscious visual processing has been questioned ([@niv010-B40]; [@niv010-B44]), yet a discussion of this issue is beyond the scope of this article). In a typical b-CFS study, the CFS mask and a target stimulus of interest are presented to different eyes on each trial. The target stimulus will initially be suppressed from visual awareness but will eventually, after several seconds, "break through" the CFS mask (i.e. become detectable). In these experiments, suppression duration is the main dependent variable and is used as a measure to assess whether different classes of stimuli break suppression differentially. For example, the classic study by [@niv010-B21] showed that mean suppression durations for upright faces are shorter than those for inverted faces.

A second goal of this article pertains to a long-standing debate in the literature on binocular rivalry with respect to the nature and site of interocular suppression. That is, does binocular rivalry suppression entail inhibitory interactions between neurons at a monocular level ([@niv010-B52]; [@niv010-B26]; [@niv010-B4]) or does competition also occur at levels upstream in the visual cortex, involving competition between binocular neurons ([@niv010-B55]; [@niv010-B28])? Although this debate has been settled more or less by proposing a hybrid view of binocular rivalry in which rivalry is proposed to happen at multiple stages in the visual hierarchy, both at the monocular and binocular level ([@niv010-B6]; [@niv010-B46]), the nature of our dataset enabled us to shed some more light on this issue. That is, our dataset contains two different types of b-CFS experiments, one in which the eye to which the CFS mask was presented was determined randomly on each trial ("variable eye presentation") and the other in which the eye to which the CFS mask is presented was kept fixed throughout the experiment ("fixed eye presentation"). This enabled us to test the extent to which potential serial correlations in CFS are driven by monocular rather than binocular mechanisms. Furthermore, it is currently still debated whether differences in suppression times are mostly driven by low-level rather than high-level mechanisms ([@niv010-B29]; [@niv010-B17]; [@niv010-B18]; [@niv010-B37]). The extent to which potential serial correlations are predominantly relying on monocular or binocular mechanisms could also shed some light on this discussion.

In the remainder of this article, we start by describing the dataset that was used for the analysis. In the first part of the analysis, we summarize the dataset through a classical analysis of fitting a gamma distribution to the breakthrough rate distribution. In the second part, we report on serial correlations of suppression durations observed across experiments with different observers, target stimuli, and CFS masks.

Materials and Methods
=====================

The dataset
-----------

Our dataset consists of 24 different experiments ran in four separate studies (see [Tables 1](#niv010-T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#niv010-T2){ref-type="table"}). Three of these studies (16 experiments) have already been published ([@niv010-B45], [@niv010-B42]; [@niv010-B19]). We refer to these studies for the methodological and procedural details of each experiment. All reported studies were conducted in line with the ethical principles regarding research with human participants as specified in The Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki). The study was approved by the respective local ethics committees (Ethical Committee of the Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences (EC FPPW) of the University of Leuven, and the Charité ethics committee), and all participants gave written informed consent before starting the experiment. Note that Experiment 2 reported in [@niv010-B19] consisted of a test--retest design in which the same experiment was run on the same set of subjects on two consecutive days. Given that these sessions were run on separate days, these two experimental sessions are regarded as two experiments in our analysis. Note, however, that including only one of the sessions rather than both did not change the results. The remaining experiments comprise hitherto unpublished data. All unpublished PM experiments involved presenting illusory shape stimuli in a typical b-CFS design (for a partial report of these data, we refer to [@niv010-B32]). TS16 comprises an unpublished control experiment belonging to the set of experiments reported in [@niv010-B42]. TS4 and TS5 refer to unpublished datasets in the context of [@niv010-B45]. The number of trials in all these experiments ranged between 192 and 768. We aimed at including only experiments that contained ∼200 trials at least since this yields ∼90% power to detect a correlation of ∼0.2 ([@niv010-B50]).

###### 

Description of dataset for "fixed eye" CFS experiments

  Experiment   Participants   Number of trials                             Stimulus fade-in time (s)   Mask fade-out onset (s)   Mask fade-out time (s)   Max trial duration (s)   Mask type                           Published as
  ------------ -------------- -------------------------------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------ ----------------------------------- ---------------------------------
  PM1          19             300                                          2                           /                         /                        /                        100 squares between 1° and 2°       [@niv010-B32]
  PM2          20             192                                          2                           /                         /                        /                        144 geometrical shapes              [@niv010-B32]
  PM3          20             288                                          2                           /                         /                        /                        144 geometrical shapes              Unpublished
  PM4          18             308                                          2                           /                         /                        /                        200 squares between 0.2° and 1.2°   [@niv010-B19]
  PM5          31             460                                          2                           /                         /                        /                        200 squares between 0.2° and 1.2°   [@niv010-B19]
  PM6          31             460                                          2                           /                         /                        /                        200 squares between 0.2° and 1.2°   [@niv010-B19]
  PM7          21             288                                          2                           /                         /                        /                        144 geometrical shapes              Unpublished
  PM8          20             288                                          2                           /                         /                        /                        48 geometrical shapes               Unpublished
  TS9          12             576                                          1.1                         1.1                       4                        7                        Circles between 0.3° and 1.4°       [@niv010-B42]---Exp 1a
  TS10         16             384                                          1.1                         1.1                       4                        7                        Circles between 0.3° and 1.4°       [@niv010-B42]---Exp 1b
  TS11         16             384                                          1.1                         1.1                       7                        10                       Circles between 0.3° and 1.4°       [@niv010-B42]---Exp 1c
  TS12         12             384                                          1.1                         1.1                       4                        7                        Circles between 0.3° and 1.4°       [@niv010-B42]---Control Exp 1a
  TS13         14             768[^a^](#niv010-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.1                         1.1                       4                        7                        Circles between 0.3° and 1.4°       [@niv010-B42]--- Control Exp 1b
  TS14         12             256[^b^](#niv010-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.1                         1.1                       7                        10                       Circles between 0.3° and 1.4°       [@niv010-B42]---Control Exp 2
  TS15         12             256                                          1.11                        1.1                       7                        10                       Circles between 0.3° and 1.4°       [@niv010-B42]---Control Exp 3
  TS16         16             384[^c^](#niv010-TF3){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.1                         1.1                       7                        10                       Circles between 0.3° and 1.4°       Unpublished

^a^ The experiment crashed for 1 participant and only 524 trials were recorded for this participant.

^b^ The experiment crashed for 2 participants and only 252 and 240 trials were recorded for these participants.

^c^ The experiment crashed for 1 participant and only 260 trials were recorded for this participant.

###### 

Description of dataset for "variable eye" CFS experiments

  Experiment   Participants   Number of trials   Stimulus fade-in time (s)   Mask fade-out onset (s)   Mask fade-out time (s)   Maximum trial duration (s)   Mask type                       Published as
  ------------ -------------- ------------------ --------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------ ---------------------------- ------------------------------- -----------------------
  TS1          12             288                1                           1.1                       7                        10                           Circles between 0.4° and 1.8°   [@niv010-B45]---Exp 2
  TS2          11             320                1                           1.1                       7                        10                           Circles between 0.4° and 1.8°   [@niv010-B45]---Exp 4
  TS3          10             200                1                           1.1                       7                        10                           Circles between 0.4° and 1.8°   [@niv010-B45]---Exp 5
  TS4          10             320                1                           1.1                       7                        10                           /                               Unpublished
  TS5          21             240                1                           1.1                       7                        10                           /                               Unpublished
  TS6          13             192                1                           1                         7                        10                           Circles between 0.4° and 1.8°   [@niv010-B40]---Exp 1
  TS7          13             192                1                           1                         7                        10                           Circles between 0.4° and 1.8°   [@niv010-B40]---Exp 2
  TS8          13             192                1                           1                         7                        10                           Circles between 0.4° and 1.8°   [@niv010-B40]---Exp 3

As mentioned in the Introduction, our dataset contains two different types of b-CFS experiments, depending on whether the CFS mask was presented in the same eye throughout the experiment or randomly to one of both eyes on each trial. We refer to these experiments as fixed eye (*n* = 290) and variable eye experiments (*n* = 103), respectively. A summary of some experimental details for both datasets can be found in [Tables 1](#niv010-T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#niv010-T2){ref-type="table"}.

All experiments consisted of the typical b-CFS design. A CFS mask (with varying properties, see Tables) was presented to the dominant or non-dominant eye or variably to one of both eyes and the suppressed stimulus was presented to the other eye and gradually increased in contrast. Additionally, in all TS experiments the CFS mask was gradually decreased in contrast throughout a trial, to ensure sufficient breakthroughs for all participants ([@niv010-B56]) (none of the PM experiments relied on this procedure). The specifics of this mask fade-out procedure are reported in [Tables 1](#niv010-T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#niv010-T2){ref-type="table"}. It is important to note that this mask fade-out procedure has important implications for the resulting suppression durations. Given that the mask invariably disappears after a fixed presentation time, the suppression duration distribution is necessarily censored at this point. Upon breakthrough, participants always had to perform a localization task (i.e. indicate whether the stimulus was presented above or below fixation or whether it was presented left or right of fixation, or in which quadrant the stimulus was shown) and the time it took participants to make the localization response was recorded as the suppression duration. Because blocking rather than randomizing experimental conditions could artificially induce serial correlations, only experiments in which all experimental conditions were randomized across trials were included in the dataset.

Data analysis
-------------

The first part of the analysis consisted of cleaning the data in two steps to ensure no correlations would be observed that could be attributable to either of the following two factors. First, we excluded for each observer the first 5 trials of each session (i.e. akin to the removal of the first 30 seconds of each trial in [@niv010-B50]). Second, we corrected the data for drift (i.e. suppression times tend to become shorter, on average, over the course of the experiment). Because the drift was potentially nonlinear, we performed a local regression (LOESS) on the dataset, with trial number as the predictor of suppression duration. The smoothing parameter was automatically selected based on the bias-corrected Akaike information criterion ([@niv010-B20]).

As highlighted in the description of the dataset, all TS experiments relied on a mask fade-out procedure, in which the CFS mask contrast was gradually ramped down over the course of a trial. Because this introduces an artificial cutoff in the suppression duration distributions (i.e. when the CFS mask disappears, participants will always see the stimulus in the following second or so), we removed all trials in which the recorded suppression duration was higher than the time point at which the CFS mask disappeared. If this led to a removal of more than 10% of trials, we removed this participant from the dataset. We used this cutoff to ensure that potential serial correlations could not be induced by responses to stimuli in the absence of a CFS mask. This procedure led to a removal of 12 and 24 participants for the fixed and variable eye experiments, respectively. Please note, however, that the overall pattern of serial correlations (especially with respect to the early lags) does not change when these participants are included (see [Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for a figure including these participants, as well as excluding the cleaning steps).

Because the suppression durations follow a non-normal distribution, we calculated Spearman rank correlations at the various lags, where lag *n* refers to the *n^th^* trial before the current trial. The maximum lag that was considered was lag 10 because this proved to be the lag up to which the data were most reliable for most participants. A Fisher-*z* transformation was applied to the Spearman correlations before averaging them (due to the range of trials in the experiments included, a weighted average was used, where the weight was the number of trials used in the experiment). After averaging, the resulting correlation was back-transformed using the inverse transformation. The significance of the average Spearman correlations was assessed using one-sample randomization tests in Fisher-*z* space. Since this analysis essentially involves comparing 10 different *p*-values against zero, the significance of the *p*-values was determined by controlling the false discovery rate (FDR, at 5%), using the method introduced by [@niv010-B3]. A summary of the analysis pipeline is visualized in [Fig. 1](#niv010-F1){ref-type="fig"}. Additionally, to compare both experiment types, we used polynomial mixed-effect regression modeling with random intercepts and random slopes for participants (without correlations between random effects). Polynomial regression was used to account for the nonlinear relationship between lag and the observed Spearman correlation (infra). Drop-in-deviance tests were used to compare different statistical models.

![An overview of the analysis pipeline.](niv010f1p){#niv010-F1}

Results
=======

Suppression duration variability across observers
-------------------------------------------------

We first provide a description of the dataset in terms of a classic analysis of suppression durations. Because [@niv010-B10] showed better fits for alternation rates rather than percept duration for a range of visual rivalry stimuli, we fitted a gamma distribution to the distribution of breakthrough rates rather than suppression durations (i.e. breakthrough rate is 1 per suppression duration). [Figure 2](#niv010-F2){ref-type="fig"} depicts the distributions of two different observers overlaid with the best fitting gamma distributions (see [Supplementary Figs S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S2](http://nc.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nc/niv010/-/DC1), and [S3](http://nc.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nc/niv010/-/DC1) for an overview of all observers, split up by eye for the variable eye experiments, for the fixed and variable eye experiments, respectively). For both experiment types, scatter plots of the shape and scale parameters of the individual observer fits are depicted. Note that there is considerable interindividual variability in the estimates of the shape and scale parameters, reflecting the variability in breakthrough rates across observers. Furthermore, it should be noted that the tight negative relationship between shape and scale parameters in log--log space is to be expected due to the parameterization of the gamma distribution ([@niv010-B7]; [@niv010-B11]; [@niv010-B51]; [@niv010-B53]). The boxplots summarize the goodness of fit quantified through the probability *pKS* obtained from the Kolmogorov--Smirnov test, which involves the largest overall deviation between the empirical and fitted cumulative distribution ([@niv010-B10], referred to as the *D* statistic). *pKS* ranges between 0 and 1 where higher values indicate good fit. Because estimated parameters were used for the Kolmogorov--Smirnov test, the associated *pKS* value is no longer valid ([@niv010-B14]). Therefore, we used a Monte Carlo procedure to compute *pKS*. In this procedure, we generated new datasets for each participant based on the estimated parameters and computed the *D* statistic for each simulated dataset. For each participant, we repeated this procedure 10,000 times and computed *pKS* as the proportion of simulated *D* values more extreme than the *D* value observed in the data.

![Distribution analysis of breakthrough rate. (left) Fixed eye experiments. The histogram depicts the distribution of one typical observer overlaid with the best fitting gamma distribution. The middle left figure depicts the shape and scale estimates for all observers in log-log space. Goodness of fit was quantified through the *pKS* statistic, relying on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. A summary is depicted in the bottom left boxplot (high values indicate good fit). (right) Variable eye experiments.](niv010f2p){#niv010-F2}

As is apparent from [Fig. 2](#niv010-F2){ref-type="fig"}, the median *pKS* value is equal to 0.08 (0.17 and 0.11 for the variable eye experiments, right and left eye respectively), indicating that the fit quality is generally low for the breakthrough rate distributions, especially compared to Brascamp *et al*. Indeed, for both the fixed and variable eye experiments, the upper limit of the interquartile range of the *pKS* never exceeds the lower limit of the interquartile range reported in Brascamp *et al*. This discrepancy between the quality of fits generally observed in visual rivalry and the ones observed here is further touched upon in the discussion.

Aggregated serial correlation data
----------------------------------

[Figure 3](#niv010-F3){ref-type="fig"} depicts the Spearman rank correlation coefficients up to lag 10 aggregated across all observers using a weighted average (weighed by the number of trials used in the experiment) (black line; shaded gray area indicates the bootstrapped 95% confidence interval), for both datasets. To assess the variability across experiments, the aggregated data are also plotted for each experiment separately (colored lines). For the fixed eye experiments, the correlation at lag 1 is positive and significantly different from zero (*r* = 0.10). Furthermore, rather than immediately dropping to zero, the serial correlations gradually decay to zero until they are no longer significant from lag 9 onwards. In contrast, for the variable eye experiments, a markedly different pattern arises. The correlation at lag 1 is slightly lower (*r = *0.09) and quickly drops to zero from lag 3 onwards. This difference between experiment types is confirmed by a polynomial mixed effects regression analysis. A model including main effects of lag (polynomials up to the order of three) and experiment type and their interaction was preferred over a model only including the main effects (drop-in-deviance test, *χ*(3) = 9.4079, *p* = 0.024).

![Aggregated serial correlation data for the fixed (left) and variable (right) eye experiments. Mean Spearman rank correlations across all observers as a function of lag. The gray, shaded area indicates the 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals. The colored lines depict the mean Spearman rank correlations for each experiment separately.](niv010f3p){#niv010-F3}

The variable eye experiments contain both trials in which the CFS mask is kept constant on trial *n + 1* as well as switched to the previously suppressed eye. Thus, we were interested in examining the influence of swapping eyes across trials for these experiments. Therefore, we split the data for each observer into a dataset in which for all trials the CFS mask was presented to the same or different eye on the previous trial (i.e. lag 1). We restricted our analyses to lag 1 only to ensure that we still had sufficient data. [Figure 4](#niv010-F4){ref-type="fig"} depicts the results of this analysis. As is apparent from this figure, the major contribution to the positive lag 1 correlation observed for the variable eye experiments stems from the trials in which the CFS mask is presented to the same eye as in the previous trial. Moreover, rather than being positive, the lag 1 correlation for the swap trials is low and negative, presumably due to the participants' eye dominance.

![Lag 1 correlation analysis for the variable eye experiments. The bar plot depicts the lag 1 Spearman correlations for the full dataset (as depicted in [Figure 3](#niv010-F3){ref-type="fig"}), and the dataset split up in trials in which the CFS mask was always presented to the same or different eye on the previous trial. The same eye trials contribute significantly to the positive lag 1 correlations. Error bars denote 95% confidence intervals.](niv010f4p){#niv010-F4}

Control data
------------

To ensure that our results were specific to CFS and not any reaction-time-based process in general, we subjected the data of the control experiments reported in [@niv010-B40] (Experiment 1) and [@niv010-B40] to the same analysis as we did above. Their particular experiments tested whether upright faces (or face-like stimuli) would break suppression faster than inverted faces in a control condition in which the target and mask stimulus were both presented in both eyes. Because the inclusion criteria for these experiments were quite stringent (same fade-in time and onset as in the CFS condition, CFS and control condition blocked rather than mixed), these experiments contained less trials than those in the main dataset (*n* = 120). [Figure 5](#niv010-F5){ref-type="fig"} depicts the aggregated serial correlation data for these two experiments. As is apparent from this figure, no consistent serial correlation pattern was observed. Indeed, a mixed-effects regression model with a main effect of lag was not preferred over one not including the main effect (*χ*(1) = 2.42, *p* = 0.1197)

![Serial correlations for the control dataset. For the binocular control condition (i.e. the CFS mask and the target stimulus are both presented to both eyes), there is no consistent decay in serial correlations.](niv010f5p){#niv010-F5}

Discussion
==========

The goal of this study was to analyze whether successive suppression durations obtained in a b-CFS experiment show serial dependence, as this is considered to be a marker of the underlying neural alternation mechanism. When serial correlations are observed, this indicates that the underlying mechanism is not random and includes a memory component ([@niv010-B50]). We have performed a serial correlation analysis on a large dataset of b-CFS sessions. In line with previous reports on binocular and perceptual rivalry, we observed small, but significant serial correlations in the suppression durations obtained in several, different b-CFS experiments. It should be noted that none of these experiments was originally designed to test the temporal dependency structure of suppression durations in a b-CFS paradigm. Therefore, one might argue that the results we obtained are merely due to methodological peculiarities inherent to some of the experiments we included. In contrast, we consider the diversity of our dataset as a strength and are encouraged by the fact that similar temporal dependency patterns (taking into account sampling variability) are observed across observers, stimuli, and laboratories.

The observations reported in this study further substantiate a growing literature on serial dependence in visual rivalry and furthermore provides insight into the temporal dynamics of interocular suppression induced through CFS. It has been debated whether CFS relies on distinct mechanisms or operates similar to binocular rivalry ([@niv010-B47]; [@niv010-B48][@niv010-B22]; [@niv010-B33]). Our results suggest that the temporal dependency structure of suppression durations in CFS is akin to those observed in binocular rivalry which might imply that both phenomena tap into similar rather than distinct mechanisms. Interestingly, our distributional analysis of breakthrough rates indicated that fitting a gamma distribution to breakthrough rates yielded considerably worse fits (as quantified through the probability *pKS*) compared to what has been observed in other studies ([@niv010-B10]). This should not be too surprising, however, given that CFS is known to substantially increase the proportion of long suppression durations. On top of the positively skewed distribution that is generally observed, this aspect introduces a long and thick tail in the distribution that is not well captured by a gamma distribution. Moreover, the mask fade-out procedure that was employed in some of the experiments introduced, for some observers, a second peak in the distribution when the CFS mask reached a low contrast. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the overall low fit quality was also observed in the experiments that did not rely on this procedure (i.e. all PM experiments, see [Table 1](#niv010-T1){ref-type="table"}). When comparing both experiment types, however, the variable eye experiments yielded somewhat better fits compared to the fixed-type experiments. This might be explained by the fact that these experiments all relied on a mask fade-out procedure, which might have facilitated breakthroughs for some observers and yielded a better fit compared to the absence of a mask fade-out procedure (despite the censoring of the breakthrough rate distribution). In sum, it remains to be investigated whether the distribution of suppression durations or breakthrough rates can be captured by a single distribution or rather that a mixture of different distributions is more suitable to take into account the very long suppression durations observed in a typical b-CFS experiment.

Previous studies have generally shown evidence for serial dependence in dominance durations, mostly restricted to lag 1. Interestingly, we observed a gradual decay of serial correlations in the fixed eye experiments. In the variable eye experiments, the pattern of serial correlations was more in line with a previous study from visual rivalry ([@niv010-B50]) in that they were most pronounced at lags 1 and 2 and fell off quickly to zero for longer lags. The same study simulated significant serial correlations at lag 1 using a computational model of visual rivalry ([@niv010-B34]) to which white noise was added at the slow timescale of percept adaptation ([@niv010-B50]). The divergence between the observed serial correlation patterns in our fixed and variable eye experiments can also be interpreted in the light of these simulation results. That is, in the fixed eye experiments in which the CFS mask is continuously presented to the same eye, we observed gradually decreasing serial correlations for increasing lags. If the adaptation state of neurons involved in representing the CFS mask is responsible for the serial correlations in suppression durations, one would expect a longer-lasting influence for conditions in which the perceptual dominance of the CFS mask is caused by the continuous presentation to the same eye.

Those simulations, using white noise added at the slow timescale of percept adaptation ([@niv010-B50]), did not allow for the reproduction of serial correlations at higher lags. To intuit how higher order serial correlations (beyond lag 1) can be obtained, the phenomenon of perceptual stabilization for an ambiguous stimulus upon intermittent presentation might be relevant. That is, if an ambiguous stimulus is intermittently presented, it is observed that its perception stabilizes upon repeated presentation (i.e. the percept at repetition *n--1* transfers to repetition *n*) ([@niv010-B25]). This phenomenon is generally explained by a short-lived perceptual memory mechanism that favors the most recent percept. A number of studies have shown, however, that perceptual stabilization also involves a longer term memory mechanism based on the relative proportion of dominance of one or the other stimulus ([@niv010-B8]; [@niv010-B13]). It is possible to model the higher order serial dependencies by extending a conventional model in visual rivalry ([@niv010-B34]) to include adaptation at multiple time-scales ([@niv010-B8]). More recent work concluded that previously perceived interpretations dominate at the onset of ambiguous sensory information, whereas alternative interpretations dominate prolonged viewing ([@niv010-B13]). At first instance ambiguous information seems to be judged using familiar percepts, while re-evaluation later on allows for alternative interpretations. Thus, the observed serial dependency structure might be modeled by including adaptation dynamics at multiple time scales (including noise at each of these levels). On a speculative note, the higher order serial dependency structure observed across all observers might be due to the fact that, during a single trial, CFS invokes mechanisms similar to perceptual stabilization. The continuous updating of the contents of the CFS mask may be thought of as intermittently presenting a stream of visual stimuli that might stabilize the current percept (the CFS mask) and therefore prolong dominance durations compared to regular binocular rivalry.

A second goal of our study pertained to the nature and site of the underlying mechanisms generating the serial dependency in suppression durations. That is, the nature of our dataset (fixed versus variable eye experiments) enabled us to test the relative influence of presenting the CFS mask continuously to the same eye rather than randomly swapping it throughout the experiment. As the analysis of the aggregated data indicated, the pattern of serial correlations diverges between the types of experiments considered, fixed versus variable eye presentation of the CFS masks. At first sight this would seem to suggest that both monocular and binocular mechanisms are at play in generating these serial correlations. Furthermore, given the discrepancy between both datasets at lags beyond 2, monocular mechanisms would be primarily responsible for the serial correlations observed at those lags. An additional analysis of the variable eye experiments indicated that the serial correlations observed in these experiments seem to be mostly driven by the trials in which the CFS mask is not switched to the other eye across consecutive trials. Thus, our data suggest that the mechanisms responsible for generating the observed temporal dynamics in CFS are primarily, but not necessarily exclusively, monocular in nature. This observation is well in line with other CFS studies highlighting that adaptation, perceptual learning, and stimulus-reward learning are primarily monocular ([@niv010-B38]; [@niv010-B43]; [@niv010-B31]).

In this respect, it is interesting to note that [@niv010-B28] also observed a lag 1 correlation of ∼0.1 for stimulus rivalry. Stimulus rivalry refers to the observation that rapidly and repetitively swapping the rivalling stimuli between the eyes does not substantially change the rivalry dynamics, indicating that rivalry would not be purely eye-based. However, [@niv010-B23] have shown that stimulus rivalry is limited to a certain combination of spatiotemporal parameters. Otherwise, eye rivalry dominates. Furthermore, recent studies showed that monocular channels contribute to stimulus rivalry ([@niv010-B9]) and that individual differences in the temporal dynamics of conventional binocular rivalry and stimulus rivalry are tightly linked ([@niv010-B36]), suggesting that both forms of rivalry might rely on similar mechanisms. In combination with our data, this might indicate that serial correlations in stimulus rivalry also have a monocular basis.

Conclusion
==========

In this article, we asked whether consecutive suppression durations obtained across several different breaking CFS experiments are serially dependent, which would provide evidence for the underlying mechanism being nonrandom and having a memory component. Our serial correlation analysis indicated a gradual decay of serial correlations at the aggregate level for experiments in which the eye to which the CFS mask was presented was kept constant across trials. Thus, we conclude that the underlying competition mechanism of CFS includes a memory component. A different pattern emerged in the experiments in which the eye to which the CFS mask was presented was randomly determined on each trial. Here, serial correlations decayed more rapidly to zero beyond lag 2. However, these correlations at early lags were shown to be due to trials in which the CFS mask was not switched across consecutive trials. This indicates that the observed serial correlations are predominantly driven by a process that is monocular in nature. A control analysis confirmed that the serial correlations were not due to any generic reaction-time-based process. These findings further substantiate the literature on serial dependence in visual rivalry and furthermore shed light on the similarities and differences between the underlying dynamics in these breaking CFS experiments and those observed in binocular rivalry. We suggest that the temporal dependency structure of suppression durations in CFS is akin to those observed in binocular rivalry, which might imply that both phenomena tap into similar rather than distinct mechanisms.
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